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First class honours gpa india

I agree with all the answers that Indian students can judge in mind, both college and IIT grade (Indian Institute of Technology) is one of India's best schools. However, for the scoring program, the following guide will be issued by the University Grants Commission (India), which is responsible for coordinating, determining and maintaining university education standards in India. Grade O (outstanding) 10 A +(Excellent) 9 A (Very Good) 8 B +(Good) 7 B(above average) 6 C (average) 5 P (Pass) 4 F(Fail) 0 Ab
(absent) 0 Universities can decide on the grades or percentage of marks needed to pass on the course and the CGPA needed to qualify for the degree. น่ีคือวิธีการคํานวณ CGPA และ SGPA โดยทั่วไป: การคํานวณ SGPA และ CGPA SGPA เปนอัตราสวนของผลรวมของจํานวนหนวยกิตที่มีคะแนนคะแนนโดยนักเรียนในหลักสูตรทัง้หมดที่ดําเนินการโดยนักเรียนและผลรวมของจํานวนหนวยกิตของหลักสูตรทัง้หมดที่ไดรับโดยนักเรียน เชน SGPA (Si) = ∑ (Ci x Gi) / ∑Ci ที่ Ci คือจํานวนหนวยกิของหลักสูตร ith และ Gi เปนคะแนน
คะแนนของนักเรียนในหลักสูตร ith นอกจากน้ี CGPA ยังคํานวณในลักษณะเดียวกันโดยคํานึงถึงหลักสูตรทัง้หมดที่นักเรียนไดรับในภาคการศึกษาทัง้หมดของโปรแกรมเชน CGPA = ∑ (Ci x Si) / ∑ Ci ที่ Si เปน SGPA ของภาคการศึกษาที่ i และ Ci เปนจํานวนหนวยกิตทัง้หมดในภาคการศึกษาน้ัน ภาพประกอบการคํานวณ SGPA และ CGPA และรูปแบบการถอดเสียง Ilustration สําหรับคะแนนเครดิตเกรดเกรดหลักสูตร SGPA (เครดิต x เกรด) หลักสูตร 1 3 A 8 3 X 8 = 24 คอรส 2 4 B+ 7 4 X 7 = 28 คอรส 3 3 B 6 3 X 6 = 18 คอรส 4 3 O 10 3
X 10 = 30 คอรส 5 3 C 5 3 X 5 = 15 คอรส 6 4 B 6 4 X 6 = 24 ----- ------------ 20 139 ดังน้ัน SGPA =139/20 =6.95 ภาพประกอบสําหรับ CGPA *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------* | SGPA =139/20 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 1 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 1 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 2 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 2 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 3 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 3 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 4 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 4 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 5 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 5 ภาคการศึกษาที่ 6 | ภาคการศึกษาที่ 6 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------* | เครดิต: 20 | เครดิต: 22 |
เครดิต: 25 | เครดิต: 26 | เครดิต: 26 | เครดิต: 25 | SGPA:6.9 | SGPA:7.8 | เอสจีปา SGPA: 5.6 | SGPA:6.0 | เอสจีปา SGPA:6.3 | SGPA: 8.0 | *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------* ดังน้ัน CGPA = 20 x 6.9 + 22 x 7.8 + 25 x 5.6 + 26 x 6.0 + 26 x 6.3 + 25 x 8.0
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ = 6.73 144 แหลงที่มา: Academic Scores Africa, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa Tunisia, North America, Canada, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Usa South America, Chile, Venezuela,
Asia, Bangladesh, China, Hong Kong, India Syria, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Europe, ECTS, Europe, Baccalaureate GPA in Europe, Latin, Honor, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Moldova, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovakia. Overview in India, ratings are different for different boards. Main article: The Federal Secondary
Education Board, the National Central Committee uses a percentage system alongside placement grades that indicate the performance of students about their peers. The certificate of the Indian Secondary Education Board does not provide the only received mark. State boards may rate or both marks and grades. If students receive a majority of students linearly (e.g. A+ for &gt;90, A for 80-90 for Kerala), many colleges outside india favor CBSE and ICSE; those colleges do not allow students from other boards
(such as Oxford University[1]) or require them to write additional exams (e.g. National University of Singapore). In general, at the school level, 75-85 percent is considered an average, while above 95 is excellent at university level, but the percentage between 60-79 is considered excellent and quite difficult to get. Direct comparison of the percentage of marks received on one university with another is difficult. In fact, the difference between universities in terms of marking scale can be as much as 20%, with some
wanting 85% plus the Prize of Distinction, which is equivalent to the Latin honor summa-cum-laude, while others will receive a Distinction award that is higher than 70%. Most can be reconciled in the backdrop of the minimum pass score, in universities with 90% plus for a 60% difference, possibly a minimum pass mark. Students with 95% are close to 3.9 at the GPA level, as are students with 75% from institutions, a 70% cut for difference. [2] Many universities are ranked in the point system. Although there are
exceptions to the standard system, such as MBA courses, [3] the following table summarizes the scoring and conversion system for regular graduation and post-graduation. And institutions, unless otherwise declared by some institutions** have tough courses and tough ratings, scoring 70% [4] as differences** Universities such as Jamia Millia University have different CPI systems to evaluate undergraduate students. They have and provided the first division with a 60% mark and distinction/honor at 75%, the 7-
point GPA rating recommended by the University of Mumbai from the 2012 - 2013 academic year is categorized as follows:[6] 0 to 69.99 7 D 2013. 50 to 59.99 6 45 to 49.99 5 P 40 to 44.99 4 F (Fail) 39.99 and below 0 international grade conversion for percentage score in Indian universities. Equiv Scale Grade USA 60-100 A 50-59 B 40-49 C&lt;40 F* at the institution of lower grade selection may be considered passed. Reference ^ ^ Ranking in Ashland.edu University Ranking 2010-09-01 [Dead Link] Display
URL ^ ashland.edu =asedu archived from the original in 2004-05-13 query on 2010-09-01 ^ Academic rating in India Scribd.com 2009-11-13 Queries 2010-09-01 ^ CPI as percentage for JMI ^ Mumbai University students (PDF) www.wes.org. Archive from the original (PDF) on 2013-12-25 Queries 2013-12-24 ^ [1] [2] ^ 20of%20Pass%20Marks-2018%20onwards.pdf ^ 1/scheme06ex.htm Retrieved from retirees joined retirement: 25 Jul 2011 Posts: 2999 Location: Concentration of India: Strategy, General
Management School: Said '16, AGSM '16, INSEAD Jan '16, Imperial '18, ISB '17, LBS GPA: 3 WE:Operations (Non-Profits and Government) How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA scale [#permalink] Updated: 31 Jan 2019, 3:15 How do I convert my GPA/percentage? This post is for those who are still tearing their hair out over this, or who wonder what all the fuss is about. If you're not in one of these categories, move on. There's nothing to see here: Show:: For those who rush here, click here
to reveal the Befor dive spoiler in a let's take a moment to understand the scoring practices in both grads, practices in USAMost colleges and high schools in the United States, employing 4 GPA levels from 0-4 given grades (A, B, etc.) are converted to corresponding grade scores using the table below. Grade scores are weighed by the number of credits for each course to provide a GPA (average score). RatingA4A-3.67B+3.33B3B-2.67C+2.33C2C-1.67D+1.33D1D-0.67F0 Grading Practice In indian colleges,
most in India use a 10-point scale known as CGPA (GPA accumulation) or just a simple percentage Percentage.So, the 10 point scale can be either relative (as is the case with most leading colleges such as IITs, NITs and BITS Pilani), or of course, in which case it will be a percentage divided by 10. Do not convert your GPA unless you are explicitly asked to do so. Most schools ask you to specify gpa/percentage as it is and specify the size used by your only leading Bschool institution (as I know) that asks you to
convert your mark to level 4.0, namely Columbia. See this). The table related to Indian students is below: Grade 90–1004.080–893.370–792.360–691.3Below 600 If you ask me, I think this conversion table is crazy. Many colleges in India grade/score are very strict because the minimum percentage needed to graduate is 50%, so if I were an average student at an elite college in India CGPA/my percentage would be 7.0 or 70%, using this conversion table, my GPA in a 4-point scale would be 2.3% however in the
US you need a GPA a minute at 2.75 to graduate a GPA below 3 is considered shocking while gpa between 3 to 3.5 is considered below average with apples not working, it is like an apple comparison. Or US apples with Apple India this is why most schools don't ask you to convert your score. I'm going to raise this issue with Colombia, and I hope they change their tune. If you are enrolled in a school that wants you to convert your score but do not specify a scale/conversion chart, I suggest you use the following
chart. It's harsh, but it's the only thing that will keep your score fair. Difference50-595-63.5B+Second Tier 40-494-53BPass&lt;40&lt;42CFail ^Source: WikipediaHere Conversion Chart supported by WES: ScaleEquivalent GPAU.S. Equiv.60-1004A55-593.5B+50-543B43-492.5C+35*-422C0-340F ^Source: World Education Services You sure the school doesn't want me to convert my GPA? When it comes to MBA applications, I know that most people (including myself) won't accept any information unless it comes
straight from the mouth of a horse. Only a course for credit per your first bachelor's count in your GPA, your GPA report/calculation is the best. Your ability, even if your institution is not listed in your transcripts. Don't change the size of your college/university. If necessary, you may explain how to calculate your GPA in the More information section WhartonQuote: Students reporting scores from institutions that do not evaluate their GPA 4.0 grades should not convert your GPA score to your GPA, report your score
or score as your university is listed on your official transcript. Please note that we have students from over 70 countries in our program and specialize in scoring methods around the world. Chicago BoothQuote: Our Admissions Committee will review your scores within the context in which they have won. We are familiar with different scoring systems around the world. Please do not attempt to convert your grades into gpa systems. YaleQuote:No, you should report your GPA at any level that your school uses.
Please do not convert to a four-point scale ColumbiaQuote: Applicants should report their average score as shown in their transcript. If you have any supported/different lighting information with the above information, please post below. Last edited by Narenn on Jan 31, 2019, 3:15 PM, All edited 3 timesEdit Key Updates Manager Join: 09 Nov 2011 Post: 102 Re: 2011 How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] December 06, 2011, 13:1 Awsome! But if you're ready to pay, there
are resources available. Posted: April 10, 2019 Concentration: General Management School: Johnson '14 (A), Booth '14 (A), Tuck '14 (M), Ross '14 (A), Darden '14 (A), Wharton '14 (D) GPA: 3.47 Re: How to Convert Indian GPA/GPA Percentage [#permalink] 26G 2012, 22:38 rasta writes: Many colleges in India grade/score very strict, since the lowest percentage needed to graduate is 50%, so if I am an average student at an elite college in India, my CGPA/percentage will be 7.0 or 70% using this GP
conversion table. However, in the US you need a GPA of 2.75 minutes to complete a GPA below 3 is considered shocking, while a GPA between 3 and 3.5 is considered below average. Or US apples with Apple India this is why most schools don't ask you to convert your score. I'm going to raise this issue with Colombia, and I hope they change their tune. I think this kind of misinformation can be dangerous about u.S. undergraduate institutions. There is no need for a GPA minimum of 2.75 to graduate a GPA
below 3.0, not considered shocking by most people, and a GPA of between 3.0 and 3.5 is certainly not below average. Please do not adhere to your decisions on what you see in these forums. Most of those who come on these forums are high achievements that apply only to leading business schools and hence have a high GPA to begin with. In addition, the WES and Wikipedia conversion tables are a joke. In my graduation class from college, no one has. That's true in most cases, are you telling me that no
one in India graduates with about 60 percent? Using these tables to convert and report your scores isn't really done. Justice Manager Attended: 05 Oct 2011 Posted: 140 Re: 140 How to convert Indian GPA/ph.s to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] 27 Jul 2012, 09:12 Gokhra writes: I think this type of misinformation can be dangerous. Please do not adhere to your decisions on what you see in these forums. Most of those who come on these forums are high achievements that apply only to leading business schools
and hence have a high GPA to begin with. In addition, the WES and Wikipedia conversion tables are a joke. In my graduation class from college, no one has. That's true in most cases, are you telling me that no one in India graduates with about 60 percent? Using these tables to convert and report your scores isn't really done. Justice agrees, but remains confused about how to report to Colombia. They want us to convert GPA level 4.0 director joined: September 13, 2011 Status:Can't wait for August! Posted:
985 Location: United States Concentration (MA): Marketing, School Strategy: Johnson '15 (M), Tuck '15 (D), Duke '15 (WL) GMAT 1: 660 Q44 V37 GMAT 2: 680 Q45 V38 GMAT 3: 710 Q45 V42 GPA: 3.32:WE Information (ReTechnology) Retail #permalink 27 Jul 2012, 09:36 Gokhra Wrote:I think this type of misinformation can be dangerous. Please do not adhere to your decisions on what you see in these forums. Most of those who come on these forums are high achievements that apply only to leading
business schools and hence have a high GPA to begin with. In addition, the WES and Wikipedia conversion tables are a joke. In my graduation class from college, no one has. That's true in most cases, are you telling me that no one in India graduates with about 60 percent? Use these tables to convert and report. The score doesn't really do anybody justice, yes, really, 3.0-3.5 below average... that's a big moment... I graduated with 3.32 and was in the top 20% of my class. What Random Statements and
General VPS Participate: Mar 23, 2011 Posted: Concentration 1097: Health Care, School Strategy: Duke '16 (M) Re: How to convert Indian GPA/percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] October 28, 2012, 5:15 for, for example, Kellogg reported a tile percentage of 10-90 between 3.19 and 3.88. If so, schools must meet certain criteria to convert these things. Posted: May 23 Location: U.S. Concentration: Finance, School of Economics: Wharton '15 (D), CBS ' 15 (D), Booth '15 (I) GPA: 3.32 WE:Analysts
(Mutual Funds and Brokers) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] October 28, 2012, 6:36 am I can reasonably say that Indian GPAs are a joke. No one can have the right way to convert Indian GPAs to a size 4.0, there are some universities in India where the average student is more likely to get 8/10, and there are some at 6/10 as average. There is variability even among IITs (or at least may be updated now) GPA Should be properly leveled bell curve. In fact, hardly
any university based on this, not only that each university has its own philosophy, but within the grades of the university may vary from department to division, and from professor to professor, my solution is to curse your fate for studying in this chaotic education system, report your score of 10 and hope for the best. If you don't attend the school of your choice, start praying that your children have a better future than a VP to attend: 23 Mar 2011 Posted: Concentration 1097: Health Care, School Strategy: Duke '16
(M) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] October 28, 2012, 7:42 pm Write:I It can reasonably be said that Indian GPAs are a joke. No one can have the right way to convert Indian GPAs to a size 4.0, there are some universities in India where the average student is more likely to get 8/10, and there are some at 6/10 as average. There is variability even among IITs (or at least may be updated now) GPA Should be properly leveled bell curve. In fact, hardly any university
follows this, not just that each university has its own philosophy, but within university grades it may vary. My solution to this problem is to curse your plight for education in this chaotic education system, report your score of 10 and hope for the best. If you don't attend the school of your choice, start praying that your children have a better future, thank you, I'm still waiting for someone to actually answer my P.S. question: just to increase your proper confidence: what you wrote above is kind of true, but you assume
that every university is based on a GPA system, like students will rate quite a lot (on the bell curve). There are many universities that rate it in absolute marks. At the end of the day, the scoring system is not the same standard as in the United States or other countries, but it's better and there's no reason to curse my fate, and I want to tell you that it appears from your exit that you're not a very happy person after all, and certainly not the person I want to study with. I'm sorry for the rudeness above. Senior
Managers Joined: 02 May 2012 Status:Yale! Posted: 404 Location: UNITED STATES (CA) CONCENTRATION: Non-profit schools: Yale '15 (M), Haas '15 (WL), Stanford '15 (D), Kellogg '15 (A) GPA: 3.41 Re: How to convert Indian GPA/percentage to US 4 pt. GPA Scale [#permalink] 28 Oct 2012, 11:35 jumsumtak writes: Everyone knows that the gpas of international applicants included in the gpa range published by the school. For example, Kellogg reports a percentile of tiles at 10-90 between 3.19 and 3.88.
If yes, schools will have to meet certain criteria to convert these things, right, I doubt this by myself. In addition, Colombia no longer wants international students to convert their GPA! Publishing the Snark GPA essay I would like to say that the idea that 60-100% = 4.0 is admonishing US schools for completely inflated grades, which is interesting given how many schools there are. Like Indian universities, universities in the United States vary greatly from school to school. To be in the top 10% of your class at
Harvard undergrad, you need to be 4.0 because of very high grade inflation, while other schools like Highwyre's 3.0 can put you in 25%! However, the post is useful in giving Indians a perspective on their CGPA competitiveness! Blog about mba application process because I have to do something with The Energy of Bscol September 20, Yuale changes Mba Applicant Management School, 2015. Posted: 36 Re: How to Convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA Size [#permalink] November 02 16:05 I
agree with rasta to extend some time..... At the time of applying for one of the schools, I mentioned 4.0 as my GPA. First-class graduates (60% in Mumbai Univ) are all the top B schools to expect. Some universities have no doubt that there are strict marking projects (e.g., the University of Mumbai). On the contrary, I've heard students in the north (Punjab in particular) score 90-95% in engineering, 30% of the series in the south (such as Bangalore University), scores above 70% and about 5% of them score
higher than 80% in Mumbai. You can't compare university and stream marking plans. Having said that, most schools consider 60% of the graduation level good and focus on other aspects of your app... In addition, why do students who score 80-90% in engineering from these universities score 600-650 in GMAT, while people who are 55-60% from Mumbai University can manage 730-780?? I'm pretty sure adcom will see these differences as well. Join vp: 23 Mar 2011 Post: Concentration 1097: Health Care,
School Strategy: Duke '16 (M) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] November 04, 2012, 5:28 pm machichi write:jumsumtak Write: Everyone knows that the gpas of international applicants included in the gpa range published by the school. For example, Kellogg reports a percentile of tiles at 10-90 between 3.19 and 3.88. If yes, schools will have to meet certain criteria to convert these things, right, I doubt this by myself. Speaking to member Cornell Johnson, she said
international applicants did not need to report a GPA at level 4.0, but they had a fairly comprehensive equivalent scale for many universities around the world, and that's how they came up with 40 things. They also do a lot of secondary research on this. It also helps if you mention that you are 2 in class 130 or in the top 5% bla, they can better compare your performance. Join Manager: 26 Feb 2012 Posted: 198 Concentration: Finance, GPA Technology: 3.3 Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4
pt. GPA size [#permalink] November 08, 2012, 01:45 worldofecofin write:I agree with rasta to some enlargement..... At the time of applying for one of the schools, I mentioned 4.0 as my GPA. First-class graduates (60% in Mumbai Univ) are all the top B schools to expect. Some universities have no doubt that there are strict marking projects (e.g. of Mumbai). On the contrary, I've heard students in the north (Punjab in particular) score 90-95% in engineering, 30% of the series in the south (such as Bangalore
University), scores above 70% and about 5% of them score higher than 80% in Mumbai. You can't compare university and stream marking plans. Having said that, most schools consider 60% of the graduation level good and focus on other aspects of your app... In addition, why do students who score 80-90% in engineering from these universities score 600-650 in GMAT, while people who are 55-60% from Mumbai University can manage 730-780?? I'm pretty sure adcom will see these differences as well.
Toppeds generally have 4.0 and toppers in both universities easily score 70+ and many students even get the difference (66%) first class is good. Posted: 366 Location: Us Concentration: Health Care, School Strategy: Duke '16 (A), McCombs' '20 (A), Foster '20 (A) GPA: 3.88 WE:Medicine and Health (Healthcare) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] November 28, 2012, 7:43 pm This has been scaring me as well. While when I started preparing for my GMAT, I asked a
friend who had been an admissions consultant for a couple of years to give the ballpark figures about what my score would mean at gpa level, she gave me 3.65, so I was very happy. Now I look at some of the scales mentioned in the original post and see that my 67.5% is almost 1.3....there's no way right for me to graduate in the top 10 of my class, get a bachelor of medicine bachelor's degree in surgery (MBBS) from a prestigious medical college (tons of alumni in prominent positions in the United States) and
graduate a master's degree (M.D. I don't think most universities are naïve to convert indian GPA according to some charts that are provided in the traditional post (whether that's what makes me @ 1.3 or what makes me 4). In India, there are alumni offices here, for example. I'm sure they are constantly seeking advice from these offices in India and in fact allow them to do scans on Indian universities and their scoring system when they receive an application. Of the universities I am looking to apply for raw
transcripts (in percentage) but want a GPA in the application - I should use WES to convert my GPA and attach their report along with my application. I don't know what
you'___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________GPA
Scale [#permalink] December 13, 2012, 4:29 US GPA = (Indian GPA out size 10 + 2) / 370% = Indian GPA 7.0; A = 9/3 = 3.0 _______________ The question is you can not rise up as a symbol! The real question is, will you? Current students joined: 03 Sep 2012 Posted: 366 Location: Us Concentration: Health Care, School Strategy: Duke '16 (A), McCombs' '20 (A), Foster '20 (A) GPA: 3.88 WE:Medicine and Health (Healthcare) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] 21
December 2012, 07:23 MacFauz Write:I Think of a fair way to calculate would be like this: my BE comes from Anna University. The pass mark is 50% and 75% is considered to be the difference. My understanding of the US GPA is 2.75 as the minimum GPA required for passing and 4 is the highest possible. So from this relationship\(\frac{India Percent-50}{75-50} = \frac{US GPA-2.75}{4-2.75}\\\\frac{India-50}{25} = \frac{US GPA-2 .75}{1.25}\\(Indian Percentage-50= (US GPA-2.75)*20 = 20*USGPA - 55\)\
(USGPA=\frac{India+India 5}{20}\)I talked to a few admissions consultants. Current and former students , and all have been said that Adcoms is well aware of the changes in scoring in most Indian systems (engineering, IIT Non IIT, IIT, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, Idcom, And consider your performance compared to that. I was advised to stay away from my GPA calculations (convert the percentage to GPA) and let my performance judge as adcoms with a
reasonably good ideas, what's good and what's not good. Quotation:Hmm... I understand My percentage in my BE is 70.7*4 = 2.8, I don't think this is a fair reflection at all, 3.75 on the other hand seems fair... adcoms usually don't bother converting your academic score, they will evaluate your academic score and your stellar GMAT score, then create a picture of your education level 70% is a very good score in most engineering colleges in India and one can say that it will be 3.75 or higher, but I don't think we
should be very annoyed about where we stand compared to the US. One area where a GPA may be important is to get a scholarship where your grades are weighted with other candidates to determine how much they earn. 2013 Posted: 6 Location: India WE:Information Technology (Manufacturing) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] May 29, 2013, 10:57 A very useful thread that gives a fair idea about converting a GPA as a basis, I understand don't scratch or make
your head too much by converting gpa/percentage/CGPA to your team to judge your performance. Thanks to everyone for sharing information Internship joined: December 19, 2012 Post: 26 Location: Concentration of India: Operations, GPA International Business: 3.75 WE:Supply Chain Management (Consumer Goods) Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] May 30, 2013, 2:21 Our calculations and algorithms do not matter. How to convert Indian GPA / percentage to
US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] May 30, 2013, 6:55 AM I disagree that 60-100% should be 4.0 GPA. In the course, the majority of Indian students who scored 60% do not deserve 4.0 GPA. Apr 2011 Post: 41 Re: How to convert Indian GPA / percentage to US 4 pt. GPA size [#permalink] 03 Aug 2013, 23:51 OK so the bottom line will not convert you GPA to 4.0 size. However, I want to assess the competitiveness of my application to school b, I want to know where the top schools will reject me, because my GPA
6.5/10 stand (via =4,avg=6) is where? Is this at least close to GPA 3/4? Senior Managers Joined: 02 Jul 2015 Status:MBA Admissions Affiliate Consultants: 99colleges.com Posts: 329 Schools: Wharton Re: How to convert Indian GPA / Percentage to US 4 pt. GPA scale [#permalink] Sep 23 2016, 22:09 School rarely goes by the complex secret formula that uses indian GPA as input and spit-out GPA level 4.0 It's a more hands-on exercise, and BTW you don't need to convert your GPA to any level when
submitting a B-school application anil@99colleges.com. Consultancy
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https://cdn-cms.f-static.net/uploads/4375207/normal_5fa6c077b3c10.pdf
https://nukevokisoget.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/2/7/132711970/6208632.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5fc14f4aa13a450babf6e3a6/t/5fc4a03d9d79364840211653/1606721598881/michael_hampton_design.pdf
https://cdn-cms.f-static.net/uploads/4464082/normal_5fbbe5d74ee2c.pdf
https://static.s123-cdn-static.com/uploads/4502721/normal_5fc9a88f8f539.pdf
https://cdn-cms.f-static.net/uploads/4460954/normal_5fba1a45a9795.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5fc11a4c405d5340f32abf29/t/5fc79e681d689b68bfa177b3/1606917736868/ninukefona.pdf
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